AGENDA

Quorum was not met. Meeting began at 10:07 AM with Robert going over the agenda and asking for comment/adjustments to meeting agenda.

Agenda Items:

1. Old Business
   - Approve Agenda for today’s meeting
   - Approve the minutes for July 8th and Oct 21st meeting

2. Updates
   - GFHAC Vacancies

3. New Business
   - Review Committee Charge for New GFHAC members
   - Community Engagement Workgroup formation
   - Reviewing GFH alcohol policy
   - Student request for designated parking for families with children

Approval of Agenda:

Quorum was not met.

Approval of previous meeting minutes:

Quorum was not met.

Updates:

- GFHAC Vacancies
  - Current Positions:
    - Grad Co-chairs (GPSA Appt)- Appointed Kristin Leadbetter
    - Grad Coordinator (GD Appt)- Appointed Kelsey Darvin ‘Neurosciences Graduate Program’
    - Grad student (GPSA Appt)- Vacant
  - Current Committee Members extending membership for the GFHAC Committee for the upcoming year:
    1. Ross Turner
New Business:

- Community Engagement (peer to peer) Workgroup formation
  - The community engagement workgroup purpose is to build communication amongst residents within graduate and family housing communities. In hopes to, minimize RSO/PD involvement between resident’s conflicts, etc.
    - **Group Members:** Ximena, Hema, Robert, and a HDH connect team member (TBD)
    - 1st meeting Nov 5th, 2021
  - **Comment Ximena:** Has reached out to Anthony Keen Louie of the HDH Connect Team to potentially increasing community engagement. In addition, the goal of this workgroup is to ensure high levels of a sense of community and that the current LLCs thrive and do well within the GFH communities.

- Reviewing GFH Alcohol Housing Policy
  - Intent- adherence to current campus policy, with the goal of clarifying GFH policy, documentation, and implementation such as GFH students understand, comply, and readily understand what expectations are within grad family housing.
  - Review existing signage and written policy for correctness and ease of understanding.

- Student request for designated parking for families with children.
  - GFHAC discussed the potential implementation of having a designated parking spaces for families with children. Many spaces within Graduate and Family Housing are different in terms of sizing of each space. However, Mesa community is not one of the communities with issues as spaces are open in mesa. Spaces in communities such as Mesa Nueva/ Nuevo West and Nueva East Parking structure is the area that pose the most issues for families with children. Robert Frazier has investigated the regulations for ADA parking, handicap, short/long term parking and the challenge is if there are designated spaces; what would happen if the space goes unused or enforced.
  - **Comment Robert:** currently in communications with transportation regarding the regulations etc.

Dr. Megan Fox, current role with Housing Dining and Hospitality as the Director of Residential Experience.
- Current role also supports the Village in Pepper Canyon, works closely with the HDH connect team as well, and etc.
  - Contact Information for any needs, questions, or concerns: m4fox@ucsd.edu

Last Remarks:

- **Question Ximena:** How did the trick or treat event from the connect team go?
  - Dr Megan Fox confirmed the HDH connect team said the event went well and will communicate with Anthony if there is a formal response that will be sent out, to get an idea of the participant thoughts and concerns with trick or treat created by programming.

Meeting adjourned around 10:28 AM.